Agonists and partial agonists of rhodopsin: retinals with ring modifications.
Activation of the visual pigment rhodopsin is initiated by isomerization of its retinal chromophore to the all-trans geometry, which drives the conformation of the protein to the active state. We have examined by FTIR spectroscopy the impact of a series of modifications at the ring of retinal on the activation process and on molecular interactions within the binding pocket. Deletion of ring methyl groups at C1 and C5 or replacement of the ring in diethyl or ethyl-methyl acyclic analogues resulted in partial agonists, for which the conformational equilibrium between the Meta I and Meta II photoproduct is shifted from the active Meta II side to the inactive Meta I side. While the Meta II states of these artificial pigments had a conformation similar to those of native Meta II, the Meta I states were different. Modifications on the ring of retinal had a particular impact on the interaction of Glu 122 within the ring-binding pocket and are shown to interfere with the Glu 134-mediated proton uptake during formation of Meta II. We further found, upon partial deletion of ring constituents, a decrease of the entropy change of the transition from Meta I to Meta II by up to 50%, while the concomitant reduction of the enthalpy term was less pronounced. These findings underline the particular importance of the ring and the ring methyl groups and are discussed in a model of receptor activation.